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Chairman’s Chatter
What a very eventful last quarter of the year it has been with so much going on, the completion of the steel work on the
tunnel, all we now need to do is get on with the design and build of the two portals, and we will have by May a tunnel to
be proud of, yet another feature of our railway.
We had our first Santa Special, which was affected by the weather which was foul to put it mildly, in spite of a very
valiant attempt to put the event on from a standing start in one month, getting press coverage in the “local rags” and
working with the local Infant Schools. The nursery school on the show ground did us proud.
If we hold another event like that perhaps we do it earlier in the year when the weather is kinder, take orders with cash
up front, and have a different format. (See the letter from Santa Claus later in the newsletter.)
Looking back over the year we have had a number of sadnesses of the loss of some of our very dear members that have
passed away, Michael Colburn, Polly Rabbitts, and Eric Lindsay, all with a long association with the club, and each in
their delightful way have enriched the club with their unique character; we miss them very much.
So, what will the New Year bring? Hopefully a new outline for Shepton and retraining for us all to enable us to maximise
rides over the three days of this, and future years of the Bath and West Show, otherwise our income will suffer. We also
need to finish the tunnel, have more 5ins days, and take part in a new five-day event called the Commission Together - a
big event something like the two past events we used to do with New Wine, and Soul Survivor, (three days of running.)
And as an experiment we are going to hold club events on Saturday afternoons rather than on the Thursday evenings as
many of our members don’t like driving in the dark in the winter, and also it might help those who work to come.
So good friends, I wish you all and your family a very Happy New Year, and every success to ESSMEE.

Robin Duys

Signals Update
In order to improve sighting of signals we are making some alterations.
Firstly, to help drivers to see signal 105, when they are stationary in the arrival
platform, a mini repeater is to be attached to the side of the signal post. This
gives a repeat of the aspect of the main 105 signal but is fixed at a height
nearer the driver’s eye line.
Secondly some people have expressed a difficulty with reading semaphore
signals 129 and 130 due to them merging with the background. In
consequence the signals are to be replaced with colour lights. These will be
installed, more prototypically, on the Left side of the track. These signals are
contained in a single head. They will show either a red for stop or a green for
proceed as 129 to the arrival platform or a green with a white feather to
indicate as signal 130, proceed into the loop.
This will provide a better visual experience as opposed to the semaphore pair.
Otherwise the signalers are proceeding with a scheme to provide CCTV
coverage from certain parts of the circuit giving signalers an even better
understanding of the position of trains together with a better quality of signal and definition than the existing system.
We are also undertaking general maintenance which is including replacement of treadles, two of which have been
destroyed in derailment incidents. Mike Brown

A Welcome for Santa
The weeks up to Christmas are a very busy time for us Santas.
Many of us have to go off and service grottos, although this is
usually not a bad posting as we normally are given a nice, large
chair to sit in; and the grotto, although perhaps dimly lit, is kept
warm so that the little ones and their parents don’t have to
suffer.
Another task that has become more common in recent years is
the need for a Santa to travel on what are called “Santa
Specials”. Here we board a, usually steam hauled, train, and we
walk up the carriages “Ho, Hoing” and passing out seasonal
cheer and presents for those young enough to believe in us. This
can be very enjoyable but it does mean that you have to walk
the length of the train, carrying your sack of presents. Often there is no elf to help you and it can all get a bit tiring,
especially as you have to do the return journey in order to collect the sledge and reindeer.
The one I was called to in North Somerset was a new experience and very
different. I was approached for my services by a lady called Essmee. At least I
thought it was a lady until I was informed that this was an acronym for an
organisation, The East Somerset Society of Model and Experimental Engineers.
(What a mouthful, it’s no wonder that they shorten it to a person’s name!).
This organisation runs a miniature railway at the Bath and West Show Ground
which they call “The Bath and West Railway” and this was the railway for
which a Santa was needed for their Santa Special.
It proved a most interesting, enjoyable and worthwhile excursion, even though
the weather was not at its best. (One must remember that Santas frequently
have to put up with much worse and are of course acclimatized to the cold.) I
was able to stable the sledge and reindeer in the copious facilities provided by
the Bath and West showground. This was really good; they have ample
accommodation for many more reindeer than I required for my pre-Christmas
sledge. (Nothing like the size of the one I need on Christmas Eve!)
I was collected out of view of the visitors, who were living it up with mulled wine and mince pies in the warm club
house, and taken down to my ‘Grotto’. My train, of three sit-aside carriages and pulled by a very pretty blue
locomotive, took me over a bridge, alongside a stream and a lake until we finally entered the tunnel which was to
contain my grotto. The tunnel was delightfully lit with tiny lights and looked very fairy like and Christmassy. Near the
end of it was a chair for me, and waiting patiently were two elves, a real luxury. These elves it appears had been hastily
trained in all the health and safety issues by Essmee and so, red hatted,
they were more than adequately prepared for the task which lay ahead.
They took charge of my sack which I had charged with a variety of
presents to suit the different ages of little people that I was to chat with.
(They soon learned to distinguish the class of present beneath the
wrapping).
Then the first train arrived (the elves were in contact with the station so
that we knew when a train was due.) The train stopped in the tunnel and
I was able to walk along the train issuing instructions on the correct
behaviour for Christmas Eve bed-time, ho-hoing, discovering whether
there was a chimney on the house in question or whether I might have to
use a cat-flap, or make us of my magic key, and most importantly, finding
out from their adults if they had been good enough. An affirmative
answer meant that the elves handed me an appropriate present for me
to hand to the little person.

The train then departed, having given a merry whistle,
and the elves and I settled down to prepare and wait for
the next train.
I read in the unofficial Santa Website that both children
and their parents had enjoyed this novel experience
especially as they had been able to wait in the warm for
their train the meanwhile sampling mulled wine and
mince pies. It was also generally agreed that the presents
were a good choice.
All good things come to an end and after the last children
carrying train had left another train was sent for me and
the elves and so I was able to return to my reindeer who
had been enjoying the rest, and the carrots and hay
provided.
I hope I will be able to help again next year. Best wishes,
Santa Claus

Events for your diary

Saturday 18th January 2pm

A talk by Richard Ellam – James Watt.

Website observations
I thought I would report back on the results of the website as it’s been a while and there is lots going on.
We have over last autumn seen a significant increase in our hit rate and number of visitors.
Month
Aug
Sept
Oct
Previous Average

Total Visits
1495
1352
1446
1150

Pages
4990
4545
4541
3800

Hits
20636
19561
21051
14500

We have had, since July, quite an increase since we locked into the B&W website where they advertise us so
anyone who looks there can now be redirected to us. We have started to take bookings for the driver’s
experience days (3) during the year and have one advanced booking for 2020. The balance was from
advertising the day at the various shows that take place. We have given some 11 drivers experiences since we
started raising some £400, and gained new members approx. 8 so our total number now is now 108.
We also have the basis to grow our
junior members which total 6 approx.
at present. Given that we will soon be
doing Facebook which will further
heighten our profile, then I think we
can look forward to developing the
membership with all the plans we
have even further in 2020. Chris Kelly
ESSMEE Website
Recognise this picture? Yes, it’s the
home page of the best model
engineering society near Shepton
Mallet.
Went to a railway fancy dress party.
Everyone was wearing platforms.

This was our 5” steaming day on 7th December. Chris Ede is
the driver.

Items for the newsletter: Let’s make the next one a
bumper edition! Send news, articles, photos to
janiceapwhite@yahoo.com
Photo Credits this issue: Dave Ashworth, Janice White, Alan
Bridger.
Why can't a steam locomotive sit down?
Because it has a tender behind.

Ifor update

I steamed Ifor at home here on the build stand. With charcoal and Roger H-C’s special lighting up coal, a good
fire was established easily. I am delighted to report that both injectors worked from about 50 psi up to the
maximum pressure of 120 psi. One needs to discover the exact technique of opening water and steam valves
etc. but this was soon established. Roy Procter
Items for sale from Roy Procter

procter@phonecoop.coop

Quorn Tool and Cutter Grinder
Well-built and little used in good working order complete with many
attachments and the book of words on how to drive it! It is a very
versatile device. £800.
Mig Welder.
Smartmig GYS 160 wheeled
welder, easy to move about. 3
years old, lightly used. Plenty of wire
and gas still available. £400.

Small Bandsaw
Similar to the one pictured. £30
Well done to our amazing tunnelling team.
Not to mention the signals
team and others.

Black 5
The committee have taken the liberty of spending some the society’s money on a set of castings for a 7 ¼ gauge Black 5
to the Highlander design by Martin Evans.
We now have two options: either to sell the whole lot on at a profit or build it. We hope that you will agree with
building it using club labour and expertise. Some of the work can be done using home workshops and some done under
supervision in our club workshop so that all club members can have a go at making something. It may be that you
produce a piece of scrap in that case you will have joined the long line of model engineers who have also produced
scrap and you will have to start again.

The plan is to turn this

into this

.

Length: Locomotive 62 inches, Tender 37 inches,
Weight approx ¼ ton.

A start has already been made by a previous builder. (Main Frames
that need checking)

The complete package includes most castings, all the frames for
tender and engine plus the plans. Known to be missing is one driving
wheel (replacement available) and one damaged bogie wheel. All this
was originally supplied by Reeves.

We have managed to purchase this lot at 80%
less than it would cost to purchase from Reeves
direct. We would of course put steel tyres on all
wheels to stop wear and slippage. A lot of the
platework could be laser cut but would still need
finishing off.

Simon Bowditch has kindly volunteered to sort
out any design problems with the valve gear.

I really like the concept of train tickets.
It's an idea I could get onboard with.

